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Tamper
150 lbs

3000- 3600 lbs impact

600-700 per minute

Field of applications
- Earthwork and asphalt construction
- Compaction under tight conditions
- Repair work on asphalt



Vibratory plates
200-1600 lbs

Working width: 14- 31” wide

Drive: Gasoline or diesel engine

2000 – 18000 lbs impact

3000- 5000 impacts per minute. 

Field of applications
- earthwork, asphalt and 
paving
- smaller jobs, 
- in confined areas





Rollers (hand guided)
Working width: 26-35”

Diesel or gas engine

 - hydrostatic

 - mechanical (toothed belt)

2000- 9000 lbs impact

3000- 4600 vpm

Field of applications
- earthwork and asphalt 
applications
- smaller asphalt areas, 
- repair jobs,
- sidewalks and yards ...



Light tandem rollers
3000- 9000 lbs

Working width: 37- 54”

3000- 11000 lbs impact

3600- 4200 vpm  

Field of applications
Small to medium scale construction
projects. 
New construction and repair work:  
parking lots, sidewalks, cycle paths, 
laying fields and sports grounds.



Combination rollers

Field of applications
Small and confined construction 
projects
- walk ways
- parking lots 
- repair works 



Perfect surface sealing
Good adapting abilities to 
marginal areas and joints.
 
+ Walkways and cycle paths, 
   parking lots, streets, 
+ tender asphalt mixes,
+ Repair works,
+ Closing of cracks



Special features
Good traction on slopes

Pressure sprinklers:
- Water on the drum
- Emulsion on the tires

Perfect surface sealing
Good adapting abilities to 
marginal areas and joints.
 
+ Walkways and cycle paths, 
   parking lots, streets, 
+ tender asphalt mixes,
+ Repair works,
+ Closing of cracks



Rubber tired rollers
(Weight class 9 – 27 t)
Hydrostatic
Front axle: Pivot steered and 
 
      oscillating 

or

Center-point articulation
All tires overlap and track in turn 
Full coverage.  

Field of applications
Asphalt base course-, binder- and 
wearing course;
Combined surface base course



Arrangement of tires  
Front and rear offset

Sprinkler system: Emulsion
(Mix ratio: 10 : 1)

Special features
- 3,5 m³ ballast compartment
  (ballasting with sand, water etc..)
-automatic tire inflation system
-Heat shields





Heavy tandem rollers 
articulated
(Weight class 8 – 14 t)

Fields of application:
Compaction of all asphalt layers
- new constructions   
  and maintenance works 
- Medium to large scale projects. 



Heavy tandem rollers 
articulated
(Weight class 8 – 14 t)

Fields of application:
Compaction of all asphalt layers
- new constructions   
  and maintenance works 
- Medium to large scale projects. 

Steering system:  
Center articulated steering 
and oscillation joint 



Special features:
- Drums run in a “single track” (also in curves). 
  
- Rear drum can be off set either side
  (up to 170 mm) 

ARTICULATED STEERING



Advantage: 
Compaction with “single-track” drums (also in curves)

Some rollers have an offset adjustment in hitch.
(170 mm)
Rear drum will be off-set either side (up to 170 mm):
- trouble-free steer away from curb stones
- more efficient work with edge compression cone

Center articulated steering
(most popular)

Both drums run in line,
also in curves 

Steering modes



- Reduced shearing forces 

- Less troubles
  (cracks/ shoving)

Split drums



Heavy tandem rollers 
pivot steered



Heavy tandem rollers 
pivot steered

Special features: Comfort steering

Electric steering
- 5 different steering modes (incl. offset)
  (direct access via a switch)

Large offset 
- Efficient coverage of big scale areas (ironing) 



- Steering front / rear, 
- Automatically 
  (travel direction dependent)

Advantage on sensitive asphalt 
  (no permanent activation) 
- Synchronous steering
- Diagonal steering
  (diagonal drum offset )

Comfort steering



- Steering front / rear, 
- Automatically 
  (travel direction dependent)

Advantage on sensitive asphalt 
  (no permanent activation) 
- Synchronous steering
- Diagonal steering
  (diagonal drum offset )

Comfort steering

- All steering modes to be combined with off set  
- Offset will be automatically reduced in tight bents.

8.
8 

– 
9.

5 
ft.



- Final “ironing” of big scale areas.
- Safe distance to tipping edge or to  
  unsupported edge of the asphalt layer

Very large off set 



Operation

Interval switch !
Remark
Start a new lane with permanent 
sprinkling (Stage 12) in order to 
get the drums wet more quickly.



Selection of speed 
level   



Selection of speed 
level   

Option
Suitable working speed
for optimum evenness
(impact spacing)



Rolling Speed - Impact Spacing 

MPH  Impacts / ft.        (IPF)Impacts / ft.        (IPF)Impacts / ft.        (IPF)Impacts / ft.        (IPF)  

10 1111 12 13 14

VPM

1850 2.12.1 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.5

2000 2.32.3 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.6

2500 2.82.8 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.0

3000 3.43.4 3.1 2.8 2.6 2.4

3600 4.14.1 3.7 3.4 3.1 2.9

4000 4.54.5 4.1 3.8 3.5 3.2



Mix Cooling Time due to Wind. 



Edge compressing with a
45°- cone (1 : 1)

Compaction of asphalt, direct at the wall 
with a conical roll

Asphalt cutting at the edge
with a cutting disc

Unsupported edges of asphalt-
layers must be compacted with suitable 
tools.



Tandem roller
 (Weight class up to 4 t) 

3 tools as standard:
- Cones (30° / 45° / 60 °)
- Disc
- Conical roll

Purpose
Compaction of unsupported asphalt layers with special tools
e.g. edge compressing cone.

Edge compressing cone and cutter



Compaction of outer edge:
with edge compressing cone
•Base course: 4” mat, 30°  
•Provides confinement
•Higher mat density near edge. 
•Longitudinal joint density 



Options

ROPS:
(Roll Over Protection Structure)

High-Low Amplitude
Variable Frequency

Mat Temperature gage- IR

illumination
for night-time paving



Night Paving



Before the start ....

Goal
- scrapers evenly rest against the drums
- even distribution of water
- removal of bigger particles

DRUM SCRAPERS



Before the start ....

Goal
- scrapers evenly rest against the drums
- even distribution of water
- removal of bigger particles

Foldable scrapers
- easy maintenance
  Rigid scrapers
  - Regular checks and adjustments

DRUM SCRAPERS



Before the start ....

• Engine oil level (dip stick)
• Fuel level
• General operation test
  (brakes, lights, horn, hazard lights)

General ... Functions



Before the start ....

• Water tanks
• Filter check
• Nozzles

SPRINKLERS



Before the start ....

• Water tanks
• Filter check
• Nozzles

SPRINKLERS

• At low T°C (frost): 
- Drain sprinkler system completely 
- Unscrew all nozzles
- Anti-freeze



Before the start ....

Compaction gets right 
with
right tire pressure !

Rubber tired rollers



Before the start ....

The right pressure:
- depends on wheel load
- flat wheel contact area

Compaction gets right 
with
right tire pressure !

Rubber tired rollers





Rolling pattern

Pre-compaction: ( 85 %) 

Adequate pre-compaction = proper evenness

Compaction is achieved by : 
- PRESSURE - Static Weight
- IMPACT- Dynamic Force
- MANIPULATION- Kneading
- VIBRATION- Particle Rearrangement



Rolling pattern

Roller movement:
- transversal to paving direction
- 5 to 20 cm on hot layer
- gradually onto the hot layer

Transverse joints



Rolling pattern

Recommendations for confined areas: 
Utilising a small, versatile roller or pivot steered

TRANSVERSE JOINTS

Joint, constructed 
oblique to paving direction

hand work

joint



Rolling pattern

Recommendations for confined areas: 
Utilising a small, versatile roller or pivot steered

TRANSVERSE JOINTS

Joint, constructed 
oblique to paving direction

hand work

joint

Compaction of joint 
in oblique direction

joint



Rolling pattern

Compaction task
Closed, smooth alignment

LONGITUDINAL JOINT(with traffic) 



Rolling pattern

Compaction task
Closed, smooth alignment

LONGITUDINAL JOINT(with traffic) 

- Built up a solid, stable basis (track 2)
- Final compaction of longitudinal joint



Longitudinal Joint Methods



Rolling pattern

Compaction

- 8” overlap
- reversing on same track
- roller offset on already cool mix  

with confined edge



Rolling pattern

Compaction

- 8” overlap
- reversing on same track
- roller offset on already cool mix  

finished with a slight radius

with confined edge



Rolling pattern

Behind the finisher: Compaction of large areas

 unconfined edge



Rolling pattern

Several rollers side by side or in echelon
(8” overlap).

Rolling pattern same as before (1 finisher) but
- early treatment of the joint !

Behind the finisher: Compaction of large areas

 unconfined edge



Rolling pattern

Compaction
Utilize high Temp
(300° F). 

No. of passes with vibration:
- Layer thickness, 
- Linear load 
- Weather

Tandem rollers



Rolling pattern

Application
Binder, base course or
combined surface-base-course 
construction

Advantages
- Tires provide intensive kneading 
  and quenching effect
- Perfect surface closing effect

Rubber tired rollers



Rolling pattern

Compaction
- move from outside to inside
- track 4 with overlap to track 2 
  (4”)

with crown



Quality

Shoving effect    



Quality

Mat shoves under roller drums
- Roller too heavy on a tender mix (too high linear load) 
- Drum diameter too small 
- Asphalt mix not stable
- Compaction start at too high T°

Shoving effect    



Asphalt sticks to the drum

- Mix being compacted at too high T°
- Roller drums not wet enough
- Bitumen of tack coating or of joints sticks to the drums



Asphalt sticks to the drum

- Mix being compacted at too high T°
- Roller drums not wet enough
- Bitumen of tack coating or of joints sticks to the drums

Hint: 
Start compaction with permanent spray (short term) 
for quickly wetting the drums.



Asphalt sticks to the tires - Rubber tired rollers

A separating agent 
or formwork oil
should be used 
until tires have 
right temperature.
(150 °F )



- Roller too heavy
- Compaction starts too early at high T°C
- Delayed rolling of thicker layers 
- Underlayer not clean or not properly tack coated (not broken) 
- Thicker asphalt layer in a steep slope or cross-fall.

Surface imperfections



 Rubber tired rollers



Transverse cracks

- Roller too heavy
- Compaction starts at too high T°
- Segregation, Mix composition 
- Out of spec asphalt (high % of sand, less bitumen)
- Underlayer not properly treated (inadequate tack coating)



Longitudinal joints



Longitudinal joints

Possible causes
- Pre-compaction too low
- Imperfections of underlay (also layer compound)
- Shearing of the mat under heavy roller
- Mix design (e.g. % of Sand, Bitumen content)



Transverse- and longitudinal cracks:
Compensated by PTR- or combination rollers



                                            



Rules of Compaction

1. Start compaction as soon as possible.
 
2. Adequate wetting of drums
 - use interval switch

3. Smooth acceleration 
 - avoid jerky movements

4. Never vibrate on-the-spot
 - vibration on/off control while rolling
 - use AUTO-switch for vibration control



5. On roads with cross-fall always start at lower edge and
overlap each pass towards the higher edge. 
In this way the compacted
mix works as a support for the machine.

6. Steering and Offsetting of the roller only on 
stable material to avoid shoving of material.

7. Never park the roller on hot mix

8. Put the roller in an oblique position

Rules of Compaction



Operation /  Quality
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Innovative Technology



Surface Covering Compaction Control + Documentation

Asphalt Manager with 
compaction measurement system

Display shows key compaction 
data

Calibration at site



Surface Covering Compaction Control + Documentation



Documentation of number of 
passes and roller position

No. of passes and roller position

BAST: Federal Highway Research Institute ( D ) 







Warm Mix

Summary:
A positive effect on compactability is achieved by both WMA 

additives, Sasobit and Redesit.

Trials have shown -Target compaction of 92 % 
Conventional control mix, 
required 6 passes 
temperature range between 320 to 210 °F.  

With the Redesit additive
4 passes, higher densities. 
temperature range between 285 °C to 200 °C 



Let’s Build Better Roads!


